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OVERVIEW
Over the last 30 years, the voluntary transfer of water and water rights for environmental uses
has become a recognized strategy for restoring streamflow in the Western United States.1
Historically, taking water out of a stream was a legally required element of an appropriative
water right. Water rights holders who left all or a portion of their right instream to enhance
fish populations, riparian habitat or recreation, risked forfeiture or diminishment of their
water right. Beginning in the 1980’s, state laws began to recognize both the appropriation
of new water rights for instream use and to allow the transfer and amendment of existing
appropriative rights for those uses.2
Since these changes have been put in place, streamflow
restoration has evolved significantly with the development of
additional tools and methods to achieve restoration goals and a
growing number of transactions implemented across the West.
As the practice has grown, it has expanded beyond formal
water right transfers to include a range of transaction types that
require no or reduced state administrative participation. It is
important for policy makers, funders, practitioners and students
of this field to track how the strategies and tools evolve, how
laws and policies that enable the work change, how funding
influences the practice, and also more fundamentally, how the
level of activity and its breadth and scope change over time.
The groundwork to better facilitate tracking of these
environmental water transfers (EWTs) was laid out in the
report Colorado River Basin Environmental Water Transfer
Scorecard 3 issued in March 2017. That report analyzed the
laws and policies of Colorado River Basin states with respect
to formal transfers of water rights to environmental uses, and
compared them both with each other and with Oregon, a policy
leader in the field. The report found that, in general, policies
of the Colorado River Basin states were not as developed or

conducive to environmental water rights transfers as those in
some other western states, particularly those in the Columbia
River Basin, such as Oregon, Washington and Montana.
However, the report did not take a close look at environmental
transfer activity in those states or at transactions with water
rights holders that enhance streamflow but do not involve any
formal change to or transfer of their water right.
This report is intended to begin to fill that gap by taking
a closer look at actual recent environmental transaction
activity in each the five states making up the vast majority
of the Colorado River watershed: Arizona, Colorado, New
Mexico, Utah and Wyoming (Figure 1). We also provide a
brief synopsis of transfer activity in parts of California and
Nevada that fall within, or are directly impacted by, activity
in the larger Colorado River Basin.
The water transaction data that we collected support several
interesting conclusions, which have potential implications
for streamflow restoration and water conservation efforts
in the basin and elsewhere in the West. Most significantly,
although formal leases, sales or other amendments of water
rights for environmental uses remain lightly used in the
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Figure 1.
Map of all transactions in the Colorado River Basin (excluding Nevada and California).
2014–2018
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basin, water rights holders and conservation groups have
engaged in numerous less formal, short term deals that do
not involve a formal change in water rights (Figure 1), but
that nonetheless result in irrigators conserving water through
a variety of means and leaving some portion of that water
instream. Throughout the remainder of this report, we use the
term formal to indicate any transaction that requires a legal
transfer of or change to a water right. Conversely, we refer
to informal transactions as temporarily negotiated deals that
do not require a change in the actual water right but have
the potential effects of reducing water diversions or otherwise
benefitting streamflow. We use the term environmental water
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transactions to refer to both classes of deals.4 One important
distinction between these two classes of deals is that formal
transactions usually result in some legal protection for water
instream, while informal transactions do not.
Data collected for this report suggest that Colorado
Basin states are using a variety of informal transactions,
demonstrating a creative and flexible approach to enhancing
local water security, improving profitability of ranches and
farms and supporting instream uses for water. Among the
types of deals we identified were split-season leases (where
irrigators agree not to irrigate during the latter part of the
growing season), temporary fallowing agreements, irrigation

We have used a working definition of “environmental water transactions” adopted by researchers and practitioners in the field:
“Environmental water transactions refer to agreements by which water users commit to change their water use to protect or restore environmental
flows in exchange for compensation, investment, or regulatory relief. Such transactions include, but are not limited to, forbearance agreements,
dry-year options, deficit irrigation, water conservation agreements, crop substitution, split-season leases, infrastructure construction or reoperation,
groundwater recharge and storage, use of alternative water sources, and traditional water right sales and leases.”
E Kendy, et al., Water Transactions for Streamflow Restoration, Water Supply, Reliability, and Rural Economic Vitality in the Western United States, Journal
of the American Water Resources Association, (2018). See also B. Alyward, Environmental Water Transactions: A Practitioner’s Handbook, Ecosystem
Economics, (2013)
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infrastructure upgrades, switches to less water- intensive crops
and changing diversion points, among others. Many deals
involved a combination of more than one of those elements.
These deals do not formally allocate water for the environment,
and irrigators may enter into them for a variety of reasons,
including the enhancement of water security or generating
alternative revenue for their water right. We include them in
the category of environmental transactions because they have
the effect of leaving some water in the stream.
These deals have been funded by a number of sources,
including programs aimed at enhancing local water security
and water conservation5. The System Conservation Pilot
Program (SCPP) is one of the larger, region-wide sources
of funding for conservation projects, many of which have
the ancillary benefit of leaving water instream and have
been pursued in part for that benefit. In 2014, the Bureau
of Reclamation and four large municipal users of Colorado
River water jointly contributed $11 million on a pilot basis
to fund conservation projects to improve basin-wide water
security by increasing the amount of system water available in
Lake Powell and Lake Mead. Since then, the funding parties
have contributed approximately $6.8 million in additional
funding for projects.6 The program was, by its own terms,
experimental and designed to test whether different water
conservation practices could “partially mitigate the effects of
long-term drought on the Colorado River System.”7 As part of
the larger effort to enhance water security, individual projects
have benefited instream uses and improved the bottom line for
farms and ranches in the region. Perhaps more importantly,
the availability of funding has driven an increase in the
number and diversity of water conservation projects with
multiple benefits, including improved streamflow.
One of the key findings of this report is that the SCPP has
provided funding for deals and projects that have the added
effect of enhancing streamflow. It is important to note that
the primary purposes of the program, and of these individual
projects, are to improve conservation and water security and
to provide irrigators with some revenue for engaging in water
efficiency and reduced water use. We have included them in

5
6

• Transaction activity in the basin states is increasing, in part
due to willingness to experiment with short-term deals
and in part due to funding, including from the SCPP. The
increase in the number of transactions due to the presence
of an increased and more consistent stream of funds
demonstrates the importance of developing better long-term
funding sources for multiple benefit water transactions and
water conservation projects.
• Most of the transactions have multiple benefits, including

The Upper Colorado River Commission, Colorado River System Conservation Pilot Program in the Upper Colorado River Basin at 8 (2018).

United States Bureau of Reclamation, Pilot System Conservation Program, (2017), retrieved from https://www.usbr.gov/lc/region/programs/
PilotSysCons/Prog/pilotsystem.html.

7 Id.
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our count of environmental transactions because they have the
incidental benefit leaving water instream and because some
parties have pursued those deals partially motivated by local
stream flow benefits. Where appropriate, we consider the
multifaceted benefits provided by these transactions as part of
this larger landscape; however, we feel it is very important to
highlight this key distinction for the purposes of this report,
and to emphasize that the SPCC was not intended as an
environmental program.
Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) focused on
conservation, primarily the Nature Conservancy (TNC)
and Trout Unlimited (TU), have been working with local
stakeholders to support these flexible, temporary arrangements.
Those two groups, along with others in some states, worked
with landowners to develop projects for the SCPP and submit
applications to the program for funding.
Increased funding has been a significant development
for transaction activity in the basin. In Utah and Wyoming,
available funding has catalyzed some transaction activity
where there previously was very little. In Colorado, improved
funding for more flexible water use, as well as a statue passed in
2013 that provided protections against water rights reductions
for conservation and fallowing projects, have enhanced an
already active transaction landscape.8 Arizona, New Mexico
and Nevada have seen different influences intercede that have
dampened the impact of the available funding, but there are
encouraging trends in these states as well.
Our examination of this activity in five basin states
supports several important conclusions:

Szeptycki, et al., supra note 2, at 26-29.
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improving water security, piloting water conservation tools,
supplementing farm and ranch revenue and improving
streamflow and aquatic ecosystems. There is obvious
synergy between the goals of promoting water conservation,
enhancing water security and restoring streamflow. Projects
that have one of these goals as a primary purpose will
usually also fulfill the others. Programs focused on one of
these goals can benefit from support for the other goals.
• These transactions have been able to move forward despite
laws that are not very clear or favorable to changes in water
rights to environmental uses because NGOs and their
landowner partners have found approaches that do not
require formal water right changes. Ongoing and future
efforts to fund and promote reduced water use and water use
flexibility for irrigators should continue to pursue this broad
range of benefits.
• A lt hough t he tota l a mount of water restored by
t hese transactions is very small compared to the overall
water budget of the basin, in certain watersheds, transactions

5

have provided significant benefits for local streamflow. This
is particularly true in the Price River watershed in Utah and
the Green River watershed in Wyoming.
• Many of the transfers we were able to identify were in
some way facilitated by a conservation NGO. These groups
all have staff on the ground who can identify worthwhile
projects, build relationships with landowners, raise project
funding and complete the necessary due diligence for project
implementation and evaluation. As efforts to conserve water,
promote water transactions and improve streamflow scale
up, an important question will be how to fulfill and fund
this important, on-the-ground role.
• Supportive state agency staff give NGOs and their landowner
partners’ confidence to pursue transactions and reduced risk
of water right diminution or forfeiture. The more that agency
staff can be integrated into transactions now, especially in
ways that reduce rather than increase landowner concerns
over formal state involvement, the better.
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METHODS
We attempted to identify transactions that took place from 2014 onwards with the primary
or ancillary benefit of improving streamflow or other aquatic ecosystems. We were seeking to
identify transactions that met a working definition of environmental water transactions that
has been used by researchers and practitioners in the field (see footnote 4). As indicated above,
we include in the report many transactions that did not have as their restoration of instream
flow as their primary purpose, largely water conservation projects funded by the SCPP. We
included them because they met the above definition and had instream uses as an intended
benefit.
We identified transactions by contacting conservation
NGOs working on streamflow and aquatic ecosystems and also
relevant state agencies. We asked each entity we contacted to
provide data related to all such transactions they participated
in or knew about, and also to refer us to other agencies or
NGOs with knowledge of such transactions. We collected
data on transactions designed to leave water instream or
otherwise restore flows for water security, aquatic ecosystems
or both, even if the transaction involved no formal change in
water right requiring approval by the state engineer or other
state agency or court. Despite our best efforts, it is likely there
is some transaction activity that occurred during the relevant
time period that is not captured in this analysis. Records
of water transactions, especially those that do not involve
formal state administrative approval are not standardized or
consistent across or even within states.
We also asked NGO and agency personnel with whom
we spoke to assess what state or federal policies were
either facilitating or impeding transactions. We chose
the time period since 2014 to build on previous analysis in
Environmental Water Rights Transfers: A Review of State
Laws that extended through the end of 2013. We chose the
time period after 2014 to build on a previous study.9

9

Szeptycki and Pilz, supra note 3.

When available, the data collected included information
regarding the following:
1) Time period for the transaction (e.g. initial year and years
active), with the caveat that the initial period may reflect
the transfer of paper rather than wet water in certain cases;
2) local water body impacted by the transaction;
3) mechanism used to generate water security and/or instream
use benefits;
4) estimated volume of water involved in the transaction in
acre-feet;
5) cost of the transaction, although the fact that many of
these deals involved improvements like infrastructure
upgrade rather than a specific quantity of water make
any comparisons across all transfers difficult. Costs are
also reported here as they were communicated to us. We
have not standardized costs across time even though we
recognize that a dollar in 2014 has a different value than a
dollar today; and,
6) whether any change in water right was needed.
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Many of the transactions we identified were funded
through organized water security or water conservation
programs, primarily the SCPP. Because of the multi-benefit
nature of these programs, we did track these deals due to their
potential to provide ancillary local benefits to streamflow in
certain systems and attempted to identify the mechanisms
used to promote water security to add to the robustness of
our analysis. An analysis of SCPP is outside the intention and
scope of this report and we refer to the Upper Colorado River
Commission’s 2018 report Colorado River System Conservation

7

Pilot Program in the Upper Colorado River Basin. While there
are established methods for determining the cost-effectiveness
of the transactions that involve standardizing volumetric
and price data10, such an analysis was also outside the scope
of this report. Instead of attempting to describe transaction
effectiveness across the basin, the transaction data collected
and used in this report is meant to illustrate general trends and
help to highlight and support the policy recommendations
included herein.

10 Alyward, et al., Measuring Cost-Effectiveness of Environmental Water Transactions, (2016).
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RESULTS
ARIZONA

Despite having a legal and regulatory context that is not
supportive of environmental water transactions, Arizona has
seen some notable success restoring flows for the environment.
In particular, TNC and irrigators in the Verde River watershed
have worked together on a number of transactions designed to
improve streamflow.

BACKGROUND

Arizona law recognizes that environmental uses, including
fish and wildlife use, are beneficial uses.11 Arizona also has
statutory authority for changes of existing water rights to new
uses or places of use (called “sever and transfer”), including
changes to environmental use in some specific and restrictive
circumstances. However, the statutory language is vague
and lacks any developed regulatory structure to facilitate
such changes. While several applications have been filed
to test the statutory authority, the Arizona Department of
Water Resources (ADWR) is not currently processing the
applications, which have been stalled for two years. Two
primary reasons for the delay stand out. First, the applications
were protested by other water users. Second and perhaps
more importantly, most water rights in Arizona have not
been adjudicated, meaning that they have not been formally
quantified and placed in priority relative to all other rights.
Lacking the clarity that adjudication would provide, ADWR
does not have a strong basis for protecting or administering a
water right approved for instream use.
Water use in the Lower Basin is dominated by large federal
irrigation and water delivery projects like the Central Arizona
Project, which takes water from the Colorado River and
transports it more than three hundred miles to cities, farms
and tribes in central Arizona. In Arizona, system conservation
projects generally involve leaving volumes of water in Lake
Mead to increase water security and help avoid potential
shortage declarations that could occur if the lake drops below
specific levels.12 System conservation projects in Arizona have

11 Ariz. Rev. Stat § 45-151.

been negotiated with large institutional water user entities
and involve large water volumes compared to the small
transactions that have made up most of the SCPP activity in
Utah, Colorado, New Mexico and Wyoming. Because of this
(leaving water in a reservoir rather than shepherding water
downstream to a reservoir) Lower Basin System Conservation
projects do not have ancillary benefits for local streams that
some of the transactions in the Upper Basin states promote.

ANALYSIS

Due to major shortcomings in the state’s ability and
willingness to effectuate formal changes of water rights to
environmental use, practitioners in Arizona, primarily TNC,
have focused their effort on transactions that do not require
formal water right changes or water right administration
(Figure 2). These efforts have been highly successful in the
Verde River watershed in north central Arizona, the site of
one of the most effective transaction efforts in the Colorado
River Basin. TNC has implemented a variety of different
types of transactions in partnership with agricultural
producers, including temporary, seasonal fallowing; deficit
irrigation; and infrastructure upgrades that promote greater
water use efficiency (Figure 3). TNC’s environmental water
transaction work in the Verde has accelerated in recent years,
with an increasing number and diversity of transactions. TNC
completed three transactions in both 2013 and 2014, nine in
both 2015 and 2016, and ten in 2017.
Most of TNC’s transactions have involved one-year, partial
season fallowing of alfalfa or pasture land and have ranged in
size from less than two acres up to 90 acres. Estimated total
consumptive use reductions from combined fallowing projects
range from 189 acre-feet in 2013 to a high of just over 300 acrefeet in 2017. In addition to fallowing projects, TNC has also
completed diversion reduction agreements. These agreements
do not reduce consumptive use but do have a beneficial stream
flow impact at the point of diversion. For example, since 2013,

12 In the Lower Basin, system conservation projects are referred to as Pilot System Conservation Projects or simply System Conservation Projects instead of
System Conservation Pilot Projects, or SCPP projects are they are referred to in the Upper Basin.
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as for diversion reduction agreements which also do not result
in consumptive use reductions, are therefore not calculated or
included in this report.

SUMMARY GRAPHICS
Figure 2.
Total volume of water conserved per year (AF) in
Arizona (all in Verde River).
Annual Volume Conserved
300
Consumptive AF

TNC has been working with the Diamond S ditch water
users on a gradually reducing diversions. Beginning in 2013
with 5 cubic feet per second (CFS) reduction and topping
out in 2016, with a 9.5 CFS reduction, these projects have
added significant flows to a critical reach of the river. Finally,
TNC also has worked with agricultural partners to develop
and implement irrigation and other infrastructure efficiency
upgrades. Like diversion reductions, these projects do not
generally result in consumptive use reductions but do promote
streamflow benefits at the point of diversion.
Due to the diversity of project types TNC has implemented
in the Verde, the costs of projects vary greatly. Fallowing
project costs for 2013 through 2017 were derived by estimating
the amount of foregone consumptive water use based on crop
type, number of acres and duration of fallowing, and then
dividing the total project cost by this estimate. Using this
method, the median annual cost of water paid by TNC in the
Verde for fallowing transactions between 2013 and 2017 was
approximately $236 per acre-foot (Figure 4). It is more difficult
to estimate the per-unit water value for diversion reduction
agreements and water use efficiency upgrades because these
transactions do not result in reduced consumptive use. The costs
of efficiency upgrades are driven by the costs of infrastructure –
design, materials, labor etc. – and do not result in consumptive
use reductions. Per acre-foot costs for these projects, as well
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Figure 3.
Type of mechanism and total number of transactions per year in Arizona (all in Verde River).
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Figure 4.
The annual project costs by mechanism used in Arizona.
Annual Project Costs by Mechanism
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Provide Safe Harbor for Water Rights Involved in
Environmental Water Transactions
The most common and successful environmental water
transaction tools used by organizations in Arizona do not
rely on formal water right changes; instead they involve water
efficiency upgrades and full and partial season fallowing.
Despite the success of these transactions in the short term,
they carry long-term risks for participating landowners due
to a five-year forfeiture period for water rights in Arizona. In
addition to the forfeiture risk, because most Arizona water
rights are not adjudicated, fallowing or reducing diversions
due to greater efficiency has the potential to negatively impact
the determination of a water right’s historic use in an eventual
adjudication. Both of these risks likely hamper the ability to
expand the use and impact of fallowing and water efficiency
projects. These concerns could be alleviated if Arizona would
enact a form of a “safe harbor” provision for water rights
involved in EWTs. Colorado, New Mexico and Utah all have
statutory or regulatory provisions that provide protection
against forfeiture and other risks of non-use of water rights if
rights meet certain conditions or are enrolled in certain types
of conservation programs.

2016

2017

Partial Season Fallow & Alternative Cropping
Full Season Fallow

Develop a Temporary Leasing Program
Temporary transfers to instream use could theoretically
be achieved under Arizona’s existing “sever and transfer”
laws. However, as discussed above, those laws are essentially
inoperable in the current political and unadjudicated water right
context. Environmental water transaction activity in Arizona
could be bolstered by developing a temporary instream leasing
program designed to operate in unadjudicated settings. Such
a program could rely on cooperative, rather than regulatory
measures to protect instream use volumes. The program could
also provide an alternative pathway to the safe harbor concept,
to protect enrolled water rights from forfeiture risks.

Continue and Improve Long-Term Funding
Environmental water transactions in Arizona to date
have been funded by a diverse portfolio of sources including
both federal and private foundation grants and support from
corporate water stewardship programs like the Bonneville
Environmental Foundation’s Water Restoration Program.
This funding availability has been and will continue to be
critical for ongoing success. It is important to not lose sight of
the importance of steady funding for transactions and the staff
time and organizational capacity required to run a transaction
program.

12

COLORADO

Relative to the modest number of transactions in the rest
of the basin prior to 2013, Colorado has historically seen a
higher number of transactions due in part to more favorable
laws for environmental water rights transfers.13 Historically,
most of these transactions have involved formal changes to
water rights.14 From 2014-2017, several environmental water
transactions have been negotiated primarily through the
Colorado Water Trust (CWT). In the period between 2014
and 2017, the state has also approved one lease of water rights
for instream use (Figure 5). A second permanent change is
pending approval as of 2018. A number of SCPP deals have
also been negotiated in the state. We have included these deals
here because they have potential to provide benefit to local
streamflow. In terms of numbers of transactions, temporary
deals that involve no formal water rights changes have
surpassed formal changes to water rights.

BACKGROUND

Colorado has a set of statutes that establish clear procedures
for environmental water rights transfers.15 Through the Colorado
Water Conservation Board (CWCB), which administers the
state’s instream use program, new water rights can, under
certain circumstances, be appropriated for instream use.16 In
addition, existing water rights can be transferred to instream
use either temporarily (through a lease) or permanently (through
a sale, donation or other transfer).17 Permanent transactions
require a formal application to a water court, while temporary
transactions only require approval from the State Engineer.18
Colorado saw thirty four total water rights transfers to
instream use through 2013—of that total, twenty seven were
permanent transfers and seven were leases.19 In the period

between 2014 and 2017, the state has approved one lease of
water rights for instream use and a second permanent change
is pending approval as of 2018. During this same period,
twelve informal transactions were also negotiated, facilitated
primarily by the CWT. Although we have not collected data
about informal (meaning no water right change) transactions
prior to 2014 to draw meaningful comparisons, this increase
in short-term, temporary transactions represents a new trend
in the state. In addition to these EWTs, fifteen SCPP deals
have been negotiated in the state and that have potential to
benefit local streamflow.20 This means that the state has seen a
total of twenty seven informal deals with the potential effect
of leaving water instream.

ANALYSIS

From 2014-2017, both formal and informal water
transactions used a number of different mechanisms to
benefit local instream flow, including changes to irrigation
practices, release of stored water (Figure 6) and changes to
water rights. This post-2014 activity suggests that informal
deals are becoming a useful alternative to the formal water
rights change process.21,22 The non-SCPP transactions we
analyzed were funded through a combination of federal and
state programs as well as private grant funding.
Common to many of these informal transactions is the
underlying water right’s enrollment in a “Water Conservation
Program.” Under Colorado statute, a water right may
reduce its level of water use without risking abandonment
or diminishment of historical consumptive use (with some
limitations depending on the approving entity) if it is enrolled
in such a program. Although the abandonment protections

13 Szeptycki et al., supra note 2, at 8-9.
14 Id. at 26-29.
15 Id.

16 Colorado Water Conservation Board, Instream Flow Program, (2018), retrieved from http://cwcb.state.co.us/environment/instream-flow-program/
Pages/InstreamFlowApplication.aspx.

17 Colo. Rev. Stat. § 37-92-102(3)(2015). See also, MacDonnell and Tricks, Enhancing Stream Flows in Wyoming at 20-22, University of Wyoming College
of Law, (2012).

18 Tarlock et al., Water Resources Management, at 158, 6th edition, (2009).
19 Szpetycki and Pilz, supra note 2, at 26-29.

20 The Upper Colorado River Commission, supra note 5, at 8.

21 L. Bassi, Colorado Water Conservation Board, Personal Communication, March 1, 2018.
22 Z. Smith, Colorado Water Trust, Personal Communication, February 26, 2018.
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SUMMARY GRAPHS
Figure 5.
Number of transactions in Colorado (2014-2017).
Number of Transactions
in Colorado (2014-2017)
14

Number of Multi-Benefit Deals

date back to 2006, the protections for consumptive use are
relatively new, enacted through a statutory change in 2013.
Many EWTs have been enrolled in a Water Conservation
Program housed at the Colorado River Water Conservation
District to protect the water right. And for SCPP projects,
the Colorado Water Conservation Board formally adopted a
Water Conservation Program to protect those enrolled water
rights. Prior to 2013, a water user would only be afforded the
same protections through a formal transfer of some kind, lease
or permanent. This legislative change has certainly helped
make temporary deals easier.
Conversations with the CWT, TNC and TU, the
primary NGOs who have helped facilitate these transactions
in Colorado, suggest that these informal transactions have
helped test new transaction mechanisms for water demand
management and strengthened local and state relationships.
Like neighboring states, the NGOs we spoke with in
Colorado indicated that the comfort level of irrigators with
water conservation programs has increased from year to year.
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Figure 6.
Yearly breakdowns of transactions with and without water rights changes in Colorado.
Number of Transactions in Colorado (2014-2017)
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Clarify and Improve State Policies Concerning
Forfeiture Protection
Varying levels of communication and involvement from
local and state agencies complicate the ability of interested
groups to conduct deals. Despite the new statutory provisions
described above, some NGOs noted that the lack of a clear
policy statement regarding protection from forfeiture from the
State Engineer at the field and statewide scale posed a problem
for certain irrigators. A more coordinated statement from
relevant agencies would further increase confidence among
irrigators although we understand that a blanket statement
cannot address this question reliably. NGOs emphasized that

this does not need to be a significant or large document and
that a clear, simple and coordinated statement would be a
huge benefit.

Continue to Promote and Use the Statutory
Protection for Historic Consumptive Use
The new (2013) statute protecting the historic consumptive
use for water rights enrolled in a recognized water conservation
program is a potentially valuable and flexible tool that is just
starting to be used. Further use and promotion of this tool
will increase the comfort level of irrigators who engage in
transactions to seasonally reduce their water use.

Environmental Water Transactions in the Colorado River Basin: A Closer Look
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New Mexico has seen limited environmental water
transaction activity due to a lack of clear state law and policy
supporting instream use rights and transfers. Implementing
or facilitating instream flow transactions or other water
conservation deals (including under the SCPP) has not
been a priority of either the State Engineer’s office or the
Interstate Stream Commission (ISC), a state administrative
entity charged with, among other things, developing water
to support endangered species recovery and helping manage
interstate water compacts. This is partially due to an untimely
departure of the director of the ISC and political complications
around the ISC, the office of the State Engineer and the
Governor’s office. But it is also likely due to the fact that New
Mexico is embroiled in a U.S. Supreme Court lawsuit with
the state of Texas involving the Rio Grande River and that
lawsuit is garnering much of the attention and capacity of the
state’s water resources managers. One bright spot in the state
is the Middle Rio Grande, where EWT activity, primarily
involving water imported from the Colorado River Basin, has
seen significant progress.

Prior to 2013, New Mexico had only seen one formal,
state-approved transfer of a water right to instream for
environmental purposes.24 This transfer involved pumping
groundwater into the Pecos River to augment instream uses
and was completed under the auspices of a state program
called the Strategic Water Reserve, administered by the ISC.
The Strategic Water Reserve is a mechanism for holding
and managing water rights to assist the state in complying
with interstate compacts and to benefit aquatic species listed
under the Endangered Species Act.25 In addition to this one
formal transaction, New Mexico has a history of using other,
non-transactional strategies for dedicating water to instream
uses. The ISC has worked with the Bureau of Reclamation to
release water from reservoirs on the Rio Grande and Pecos
River for endangered fish species.26 New Mexico also has a
water conservation statute under which water right owners
can apply for approval of a conservation plan that can, among
other things, allow for fallowing of land and non-diversion of
water rights with protection of those rights from forfeiture or
abandonment.27

BACKGROUND

ANALYSIS

New Mexico does not recognize instream use rights or
transfers in statute or administrative rule. However, opinions
issued by the Attorney General and the State Engineer in
the late 1990s indicate that nothing in New Mexico law
prohibits recognition of environmental water rights and that
transfers of water rights to environmental purposes should
be authorized.23 The State Engineer and Attorney General
opinions also suggested that applications to change water
rights to instream use would need to demonstrate physical
control over water instream. Neither opinion is clear on what,
specifically, this would entail, but it would likely require
real-time flow gauges to demonstrate that water is physically
present. The lack of legal clarity and potential difficulty with
demonstrating physical control are two of the primary reasons
for low EWT activity in New Mexico.

Environmental water transaction activity in New Mexico
has occurred between the Audubon Society and patrons of
large irrigation districts on the Middle Rio Grande and the
so-called “Canalization Reach” of the Rio Grande below
Elephant Butte Reservoir. To date, this region has seen the
most EWT activity in the state (Figure 7). The irrigation
districts largely control the flow of the river in these reaches
and can therefore increase streamflows resulting from EWTs
by modifying their diversions and water management.
More specifically, in 2016, the New Mexico Chapter of
the Audubon Society acquired or received by donation 799
acre-feet of water from four Rio Grande Indian Pueblos and a
privately-owned golf club to dedicate to environmental flows
in the Middle Rio Grande (Figure 8).28 The water involved
in the 2016 transactions was imported to the Rio Grande

23 98-01 Op. N.M. Att’y. Gen. (1998); Memorandum from Legal Services Div. of Office of the State Eng’r to Tom Turney, State Eng’r (January 8, 1998).
24 Szeptycki, et al., supra note 2, at 26-29.
25 New Mexico Stat. Ann. §72-14-3.3.

26 Bardwell, B. and Oglesby, A., Water for New Mexico Rivers, Water Matters! (2013).

27 Id.

28 P. Tashjian and B. Bardwell, Audubon New Mexico, Personal Communication, April 11, 2018.
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Basin from the San Juan Basin in northwestern New Mexico
which is part of the State’s Colorado River water allocation.
San Juan-Chama water has greater flexibility as to its place
and purpose of use than native flow water rights from the Rio
Grande. In this case, the water transfers did not require a State
Engineer Permit due to the rules and regulations governing
San Juan-Chama water. The five transactions involved leases
and donations of water managed by the Middle Rio Grande
Conservancy District (MRGCD). The MRGCD is the
primary manager of the Middle Rio Grande and was able to
use this water to increase flows by between 2 and 8 cubic feet
per second as needed for the river. Costs for this water ranged
from free (donation) to $150.00 per acre-foot per year.
There was no additional transaction activity by Audubon in
2017, but for 2018 Audubon has negotiated additional leases
totaling 898 acre-feet of water from three cities and the same
private golf club as in 2016. As with the transactions in 2016,
these leases did not need to go through a formal process with
the New Mexico State Engineer. Prices for some leases were
limited by entity’s contracts with the Bureau of Reclamation
and the San Juan-Chama Project (SJCP). Under these contracts
most project contractors cannot profit from SJCP water leases.
The lease rate may not exceed the cost of service rate plus a
5% administration fee. Bureau of Reclamation calculates the
cost of service rate annually. For the 2018 Audubon leases from

29 Id.

municipal SJCP contractors the cost varied between $48 and
$49 per acre-foot.29 In both cases, this water is not subject to
any legal protection instream. However, because of the overall
cooperation and control of the river system by the MRGCD,
Audubon could be assured the water would actually stay
instream and have the intended benefit.
Finally, in 2018, Audubon and Trout Unlimited are
concurrently pursuing first-ever applications by NGOs to
the State Engineer to formally, temporarily change the use
of water rights to fish and wildlife habitat on a tributary of
the Rio Chama, a tributary of the Rio Grande, and on the
Rio Gallinas, a tributary of the Pecos River. These represent
critical test cases of how the state will treat temporary instream
use transfers in light of its vague legal guidance on the subject.
New Mexico includes two distinct parts of the Colorado
River Basin. New Mexico includes two distinct parts of the
Colorado River Basin. The Gila River in the southwestern
part of the state is a tributary to the Lower Colorado River. To
date, there have been no EWTs on the Gila River. However,
TNC has a strong presence in the region and is working to
find ways to blend EWTs with other ongoing conservation
actions on the upper Gila River.
Finally, New Mexico has seen some SCPP deals with
potential benefits to streamflow (Figure 9). In 2016, two
SCPP deals negotiated as a municipal conservation agreement
and a fallowing project with the city of Bloomfield in the
San Juan River Basin totaled a little over 150 acre-feet of
reduced consumptive use at a cost of $190 and $200 per acrefoot respectively (Figure 10). TNC’s New Mexico chapter
assisted in developing these projects but currently does not
have enough capacity to undertake significant additional work
on deals in the basin. The San Juan Basin saw three SCPP
projects in 2017 that reduced consumptive use by a total of
3,294 acre-feet. These projects included one of the largest
single SCPP projects on more than 1,200 acres of alfalfa, corn
and pinto beans, another fallowing project and one project
that combined fallowing and partial season deficit irrigation.
Practitioners in the state believe there is significant
potential in the San Juan Basin for additional multi-benefit
deals under the SCPP or a similar future program. Two key
ingredients that could help catalyze this activity include
additional capacity both within TNC or another NGO, and
within the ISC.
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SUMMARY GRAPHICS
Figure 7.
Total volume of water conserved (AF) per year in
New Mexico.

Figure 9.
Number of transactions per year in New Mexico.
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Figure 10.
The annual project costs by type of mechanism
used for SCPP-only deals in New Mexico.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Clarify Law and Policy for Instream Water
Right Changes
Environmental water transaction activity in New Mexico
would benef it from the state’s explicit support through
legislative and rule-making action. The Attorney General
and State Engineer opinions are not solid foundations for
EWT activity and have left NGOs, federal agencies and
the state itself without clarity, if not on whether changes to
environmental use are allowed, then certainly on how to make
such changes and the specific requirements for approving
them.

Increase State Agency and NGO Capacity to Support
EWTs and other Transactions
New Mexico does not lack for EWT and other conservation
opportunities, especially in the San Juan Basin where willing
landowners have not been the primary bottleneck. What
New Mexico does currently lack however, is state capacity to
facilitate transactions and similarly, NGO capacity to work
on the ground to develop and implement transactions. States
like Colorado demonstrate that with the right blend of one

or more engaged NGOs with adequate capacity, combined
with a supportive state agency, irrigators will engage in both
EWTs and multi-benefit deals in certain cases. New Mexico
could likely see increased EWT activity, as well as more
multi-benefit deals, if the State Engineer and ISC increased
their capacity to focus on this work.

Prioritize NGOs’ First-Ever Applications for
Temporary Instream Changes of Use
It is critical for the state to recognize the importance
of working constructively to process Audubon’s and Trout
Unlimited’s instream water right change applications. Because
these are the first of their kind, the state should strive to set
a positive tone that encourages more applications to come
forward and minimize exhaustive measurement requirements
that will dissuade future applicants. As with any test case,
the parties should pay careful attention to details and work
collaboratively to ensure a good outcome. These applications
will set important precedent for future applications and it is
therefore worth additional effort on both the state and NGO
sides of the process.

Environmental Water Transactions in the Colorado River Basin: A Closer Look

UTAH

Historically, Utah experienced a relatively modest pace
of environmental water transactions: a total of eight between
1986 and 2013, which were all ten-year leases under state
laws authorizing transfers of water rights to streamflow.30
Since 2014, two additional water rights transfers have
been negotiated in Utah. Additionally, the state has seen
twenty three SCPP deals with the potential to provide local
streamflow benefits.

BACKGROUND

Utah’s legislature first passed a statute allowing transfers
of water rights to instream use purposes in 1986.31 That statute
provides that only the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
or the Division of Parks and Recreation may receive transfers
of rights for flow purposes and limits their acquisition to
donations of rights to the state or rights purchased with funds
specifically appropriated by the legislature.32 Between 1986
and 2013, a total of eight water rights were transferred to
instream uses under this statute, involving just over 100 cubic
feet per second of flow rights.33 The legislature amended that
law in 2008 to also allow fishing groups to hold instream use
rights, but no transfers occurred under this provision until
2013.34,35
We have not comprehensively collected data prior to 2014
about efforts to transfer water to streamflow using less formal
transactions that do not require changes in water rights,
such as short-term forbearance agreements, but based on our
discussions with river focused conservation groups, it appears
those transactions were not historically used very frequently.

30 Szeptycki, et al., supra note 2, at 48-50.
31 Utah Code Ann. § 73-3-30(2)(a).
32 Id.

33 Szeptycki, et al., supra note 2, at 48-50.
34 Utah Code, supra note 28.

35 Szeptycki and Pilz, supra note 2, at 48-50.

36 The Upper Colorado River Commission, supra note 5, at 8.
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Trout Unlimited has worked with landowners in the Weber
River watershed, a tributary of the Great Salt Lake (and not
in the Colorado River Basin), to transfer two water rights
to streamflow for ten years under the Utah “fishing group”
statute. However, more recently, funding from the SCPP has
sparked an increase in water conservation transactions that
have potential benefits for streamflow.
However, more recently funding from the SCPP has
sparked an increase in water conservation transactions that
have potential ancillary benefits for streamflow. In 2017 and
2018, the SCPP has funded twenty three deals that resulted in
water savings with some potential benefits for local instream
uses (Figure 11).36 All of the SCPP deals were facilitated by a
conservation group with a local staff presence on the ground.
This illustrates the importance of building relationships with
irrigators and the need for a contact person on the ground who
can assist agricultural producers with the sometimes complex
SCPP paperwork and logistical issues.
The NGOs we spoke with also indicated that the comfort
level of irrigators with the SCPP and conservation projects
increased from year to year, as illustrated by the dramatic
increase in the number of deals (16) slated for the 2018
irrigation season. The pace of deals has increased both because
those conservation groups have learned how to implement
these shorter-term transfers and because irrigators in specific
watersheds understand the program better and recognize their
benefits. In addition, these deals have involved a number of
tools, including split season fallowing and irrigation efficiency
upgrades, helping to build understanding of different
transactions in the state (Figure 12). TU efforts on the Price
River with the Carbon Canal Company are worth specific
mention. SCPP deals with irrigators that receive water from
the Carbon Canal Company have both been able to focus
benefits for flows in the Price River, and increase the chances
that conserved water will make it downstream to Lake Powell.
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SUMMARY GRAPHS
Figure 11.
Number of transactions in Utah (2014-2018).
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Clarify and Maintain the Funding for Key Programs
The current growth in these transactions has been driven
by funding. Although a handful of deals have been funded
by private foundations or other non-government funding
sources, in Utah, the growing number of deals per year over
the last three years has been fueled by SCPP funding. A
longer-term funding source for system conservation deals or
instream flow transactions is needed to maintain the current
momentum and provide more reliable options for irrigators.
In addition, NGOs noted that many of the farmers would
like to see temporary leases be longer than one year, and that
expanding relevant programs to allow for multi-year leases
would increase participation.

Clarify and Improve State Policies Concerning
Forfeiture Protection
Utah has a statute that protects water rights from forfeiture
if water is not used in a given year pursuant to a federally
recognized fallowing program or a state agreement.37 The state
has not been proactive and clear in implementing that statute.
For instance, the State Engineer has not yet provided a letter
to SCPP participants that their transactions qualify under

this statute. In addition, Utah law does not include similar
protection for reduced water use due to improved efficiency.
Clearer policy statements that temporary fallowing and water
conservation will not jeopardize or reduce water rights may be
needed to reduce irrigator concerns.

Extend and Expand the “Fishing Group” Statute
TU was able to complete two transfers under the “fishing
group” statute, and considers it a high priority to see the law
renewed.38 The state has extended the sunset of the statute
to 2019 allowing fishing groups to acquire water rights for
streamflow, and groups are hoping that the legislature will
extend this statute for a longer term.39 Extending it for a longer
term and broadening its scope beyond protection of native trout
would allow for additional experimentation under this law.

Investigate Potential for Water Banking
The recently issued state water strateg y includes
recommendations to expand water markets, including shortterm deals, and to explore water banks.40 Water banking is a
tool that has potential to provide irrigators with flexible options
for their water rights and to provide conservation groups with
low transaction cost tools for leaving water instream.

Photo Credit: Brenton Cooper

37 SB0035, https://le.utah.gov/~2018/bills/static/SB0035.html (last visited Apr 5, 2018).
38 Utah Code, supra note 28.

39 Utah Code Ann. § 73-3-30.

40 Utah Governor’s Water Strategy Advisory Team, Recommended State Water Strategy, Recommendations 4.5 and 9.6, (2017).
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WYOMING

Historically, Wyoming has seen an extremely limited
number of environmental water transactions with only four
transfers of water rights to instream uses through 2013.
Three of these transactions were the conversion of nonconsumptive rights historically associated with fish hatcheries
to instream use brought forward by the Wyoming Game
and Fish Department, and only one involved the donation
of a consumptive irrigation right from a private citizen for
instream use (in 2011).41 Wyoming’s laws for changing an
existing water right to environmental uses are more restrictive
than in many states.42 However, Wyoming has been a leader
in new appropriations for instream, uses and over 130 new
instream use appropriation applications are currently filed by
the Wyoming Game and Fish Department and administered
by the State Engineer.43,44 Only one water rights transfer was
finalized during the period between 2014 and 2018. However,
the water transaction field in the state has been dramatically
impacted by SCPP funding. A total of forty six SCPP funded
transactions have been negotiated in the state through 2018,
all in the Green River basin. Most or all of these have provided
some benefits to local streamflow.

Engineer oversees all petitions to change use of water rights
and the State Department of Game and Fish is responsible for
any costs incurred with the petitioning of the State Engineer
to change a right from an appropriative use to instream use.48
The State of Wyoming also lacks a formal mechanism
allowing for the temporary conversion of water rights for the
purposes of instream use.49 Wyoming law allows for temporary
transfers of water rights for up to two years. However, the State
Engineer has stated that the temporary use statute is limited
to only changes from one consumptive water use to another.
Finally, Wyoming lacks any formal tools for reallocating
water conserved through fallowing or conservation measures,
and such saved water is currently legally available for use by
other appropriators.
These limits on the legal process for changing water rights
have not impeded a recent increase in less formal, annual
transactions that do not involve any change in water rights.
The SCPP has funded forty six transactions in the Green
River Basin with the primary intent of exploring water
conservation deals to promote water security, but which also
have had improving streamflow as an additional benefit.

BACKGROUND

ANALYSIS

Wyoming does allow for the transfer of existing
appropriative rights to instream use on a permanent basis;
however, only the State of Wyoming may own an instream
use right.45 The Wyoming statute limits transfers to the
historic consumptively used portion of existing water rights.46
The State Engineer has determined that such changes do not
require the same analysis required for appropriation of new
instream rights, such as detailed biological studies, hydrologic
feasibility studies or mandatory public hearings because
changes are done with existing water rights.47 The State

Only one formal environmental water transaction occurred
in Wyoming during the 2015-2018 period. Following
over 20 years of discussions with the Wheatland Irrigation
District (WID), the Wyoming Game and Fish Department
successfully negotiated the annual temporary transfer of up to
1,000 acre-feet from irrigated lands within WID to a much
more junior water right in Diamond Lake for fish habitat
in 2016. The contract, which has since been extended for
ten years, allows for the temporary transfer of consumptive
irrigation water to non-consumptive use to maintain adequate

41 Szeptycki, et al., supra note 2, at 48-50.
42 Id.

43 Wyoming Game and Fish Department, Instream Flow Information, retrieved on April 15, 2018.

44 Wyoming State Engineer’s Office, State of Wyoming Instream Flow Filings, http://wwdc.state.wy.us/instream_flows/instream_flows.html, retrieved on
April 15, 2018.
45 Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 41-3-1002(3) (2014).
46 Id.

47 T. Annear, Wyoming Game and Fish Department, Personal Communication, June 2, 2018.
48 Wyo. Stat. Ann § 41-3-1003(c).

49 Id.
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water levels in Diamond Lake for trout. The deal is unique
in that the WID owns both the water right and the land
underneath Diamond Lake, so the Wyoming Game and Fish
is essentially paying the District to simply use their water right
in a different place than they usually do.
In recent years, the State Engineer’s Office has also
approved several temporary changes of existing consumptive
irrigation water rights to non-consumptive uses in lakes.
These include a territorial right from the North Fork Little
Laramie River to Barber Lake (near Centennial, Wyoming)
and from the Little Laramie River to Alsop Lake (near
Laramie, Wyoming).50
From 2014 through 2018, the SCPP has funded forty
six informal transactions in the state of Wyoming (Figure
13). The two most active years in the state for these deals
have been 2016 and 2018, both with respect to the number
of deals negotiated and the acre-feet of irrigation water
involved. Although these deals all had the primary purpose of
conserving water and improving water security, they have all
been facilitated by Trout Unlimited in the Green River Basin
and have as an additional benefit potential improvements to
streamflow in Green River tributaries (Figure 14).
All forty-six deals have payed for split season fallowing in
the Upper Green River Basin. In contrast with other states, in
which the SCPP has funded a variety of tools (e.g. full season
fallowing, crop switching, etc.) to promote water conservation,
SCPP deals in Wyoming have been very homogenous. All
deals have been annual agreements with ranchers and farmers
in the Upper Green River Basin to conserve water through
split season agreements, whereby the irrigator agrees to forego
late season irrigation from approximately July 1 to September
1 depending on the agreement negotiated. Total per annum
spending on the lone EWT in Wyoming and SCPP deals
that could have multiple benefits ranged from a low of

approximately $328,800 in 2015 to a high of approximately
$2.6 million in 2018 (Figure 15). The increase in spending has
been driven by an increase the number of deals rather than an
increase in the cost per acre-foot of water, which decreased
in price per acre-foot from $200 in 2015 and 2016 to $150 in
2018.
All of these SCPP deals were facilitated by staff from TU,
who built the relationships with irrigators and assisted with
the application process. TU staff indicated that the comfort
level of irrigators with the split season fallowing has increased
since 2015. Along with its history of working in the area
on irrigation efficiency improvements, TU benefits from a
knowledgeable staff on the ground who have broad connections
in the ranching and farming community. This focused work
has helped build support for split season fallowing in the basin
as a tool for water conservation. In addition, by working with
large numbers of irrigators in specific tributaries, TU has
increased the chances of local flow benefits despite the legal
availability of conserved water for diversion and use.
In general, individuals interviewed in Wyoming stressed
that the temporary, compensated and voluntary nature of both
SCPP deals and EWTs is part of their success. Water managers
in the state both within and outside the Colorado Basin are
increasingly turning to relatively informal deals to achieve
both water security and local instream benefits. However,
serious questions remain about how to maintain momentum
in the absence of funding. One potentially effective strategy
that has been discussed by several entities is modifying the
state’s temporary water use statute or the instream flow statute
itself to specifically allow temporary use of water covered by
existing water rights for non-consumptive uses. This would
basically legitimize actions by the State Engineer to manage
SCPP water in a manner that has been proven effective and
non-injurious to other water right holders.51

50 T. Annear, Wyoming Game and Fish Department, Personal Communication, June 2, 2018.
51 Id.
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SUMMARY GRAPHS
Figure 13.
Transactions in Wyoming (2014-2018). We include SCPP deals because of their potential to provide
ancillary environmental benefit although they are not intended to provide environmental benefit.
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Estimated volume of water conserved in
Wyoming from 2014 to 2018 in acre-feet.
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Total cost of transactions in Wyoming (20142018). We include SCPP deals because of their
ancillary environmental benefits.
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NGOs and water managers identif ied a number of
priorities moving forward:

forfeiture is not supported by any previous action in the state
and the forfeitures for non-use in general are a rarity.

Clarify and Maintain a Long-Term
Funding Stream

Tackle Questions Related to Shepherding
Mechanism

SCPP has driven the growth in one-year transactions in
Wyoming, which has resulted in increased local water security
and potential benefits to streamflow. The program has funded
46 out of 47 transfers since 2015, with considerable potential
benefits to local instream uses in the Green River Basin, as
well as overall water security. Some stable source of funding,
whether targeted at improving conservation and water
security or at local instream benefits, is necessary to maintain
transaction activity.52

Clarify and Improve State Policies Concerning
Forfeiture Protection

Conservation groups all stated that clearer rules about
forfeiture and assurances about split season leases in particular
would reduce concerns about the potential reduction of water
rights or partial forfeiture although the concern about partial

52 Id.

In Wyoming, parties we spoke to expressed the view that
regulation and/or monitoring of water left in stream would
severely limit the appeal of EWTs and water conservation
projects. The problem thus becomes how to avoid regulation
while ensuring that conserved water is not simply being
diverted by other users downstream. In Wyoming, conserved
water legally can become a new supply – water users, either
above or below a diversion participating in a conservation
program, may legally divert and use the conserved water.
This concern in part drove the strategy in the Green River to
attempt to sign up all or most irrigators on specific tributaries
so that they will all voluntarily shut off head gates and allow
water to flow downstream. In the long-term, Wyoming may
have to grapple with the issue of protection for conserved
water.
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CALIFORNIA AND NEVADA

Ca l i for n i a a nd Ne v a d a b ot h h a v e e x p e r ie nc e d
environmental water transaction activity. Almost all of it
has taken place outside the Colorado Basin, and we have not
included those deals in this report. Nonetheless, a limited
number of transactions have also occurred in both states
as part of System Conservation in the Lower Basin.53 In
Phase 1 of the System Conservation program (2014-2016),
approximately 15,000 acre-feet were conserved in the Muddy
and Virgin Rivers at a cost of $2.25 million. Phase 2 of the
program saw 2,580 acre-feet conserved in the Virgin River at
a total cost of $199,365. These projects had potential benefits

53 United States Bureau of Reclamation, supra note 7.

for instreams uses in the Virgin River and were facilitated by
The Nature Conservancy in part for that reason.
In California, two projects were approved under Phase 1
of the System Conservation program. The first project offered
rebates for irrigation infrastructure conversion, which resulted
in 5,000 acre-feet conserved for a total of approximately $1.0
million. The second conserved 25,265 acre-feet of excess
irrigation water for a total of approximately $2.5 million. As
with System Conservation projects in Arizona mentioned
above, these transactions are designed to leave water in Lake
Mead and do not contribute to local environmental benefits.
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CONCLUSION
Environmental water transactions are an increasingly promising tool to facilitate streamflow
restoration in the Western U.S., where historical allocation of water has impacted both fish
and wildlife habitat.54 Some short-term water transactions are particularly valuable, allowing
farmers and ranchers to engage in voluntary conservation that has the potential to enhance
local and regional water security and benefit local instream and other environmental uses.
These voluntary transactions are also particularly appealing since they allow for a larger degree
of flexibility in water allocations throughout the Western U.S.
The purpose of this project was to assess the extent
of transaction activity to benefit instream and other
environmental uses. Our results suggest that a variety of multibenefit transactions are occurring throughout the Colorado
River Basin to the benefit of both local and regional water
security and streamflow conditions, and indeed that the pace

of temporary transactions that involve no water rights changes
is increasing. One reason for this is an increase in funding
from programs like the SCPP, which is targeted at water
conservation and security, but has also resulted in benefits to
local instream uses. The uptick in transaction pace has been
particularly pronounced in Wyoming and to a lesser extent

54 M. Moore, A. Mulville, and M. Weinberg. Water Allocation in the American West: Endangered Fish versus Irrigated Agriculture, Natural Resources Journal,
(1996).
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Utah and the use of short-term transactions and funding
for agricultural water conservation has increased the pace of
water conservation transactions that serve multiple objectives,
including local instream uses. This demonstrates both the
potential for water security efforts to benefit streamflow, and
the potential to harness the efforts of groups motivated to
improve stream flow to further benefit water security.
Activities in the basin point to several key findings. One is
that EWT and water conservation transactions more broadly
have been driven by the availability of consistent funding.
Long-term demand management efforts, whether for
streamflow, water security or (most likely) multiple objectives,
need more stable funding and institutional mechanisms. In
addition, the role of NGOs has been critical in promoting
EWTs and setting up SCPP transactions. Continuing the
growth in these deals will require funding for this important
on the ground role. Finally, the basin states would continue
to benefit from policy advancements and clarification, even
to help dispel concerns about forfeiture and consumptive
use reductions associated with short term fallowing and
infrastructure upgrades. We also suggest that current efforts

to understand and address water shepherding issues related
to enhancing system flexibility in the Colorado River Basin
continue.
The question of how both individual states and the region
as a whole can begin to adapt to the broad range of challenges
facing the Colorado River Basin, from increasing demand to
dwindling supply, is a crucial one. Without innovative and
flexible tools that can accommodate these changes and ensure
the long-term viability of agricultural enterprises, cities, and
ecosystems alike, states in the Colorado River Basin could
face substantial difficulty as we move in to the middle of the
21st century. Environmental water transactions and related
transactions to promote water use security are important tools.
Innovative programs that leverage funding opportunities to
incentivize voluntary transactions like the SCPP can also
be used to improve agricultural bottom lines. While these
findings are encouraging, there is certainly still work to be
done to improve program operability on the ground and
enhance opportunities not only in the Colorado River Basin,
but in other water limited environments as well.
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